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Exhilarated to say that the NBA tipoff is happening this month!! The NBA tipoff is one
of the most important and entertaining events that happen in an NBA season. The NBA tipoff is
the start of the NBA season by hosting a rematch of the winning NBA team from last season and
the losing team in their conference. The NBA season will be Oct through April. The start of the
season will feature 10 games. Every season, the NBA progresses and turns into a more creative
and intense game. As we have younger people adding to a wonderful game.

To recap, last season, 2022-2023 as one of my top 10 NBA seasons. We had some
surprising trades. The Lakers had many trades, Rui Hachimura from the Washington Wizards for
Kendrick Nunn and three second-round picks. The Lakers weren't done as they added D'Angelo
Russell, Jarred Vanderbilt and Malik Beasley in a three-team deal with the Jazz. The Brooklyn
Nets traded their star forward Kevin Durant, moving him to the Phoenix suns. Personally, I feel
as if this is one of the most controversial trades because on one hand, him moving to a team with
another star player Devin Booker which is an unstoppable duo. On the other hand, I feel like if
he had one more season on the Brooklyn Nets and another star was traded to Brooklyn, there
would have been some damage. Another Trade from the Brooklyn Nets is Kyrie Irving to Dallas
Mavericks. This trade is honestly one of the trades that I was on the fence of. Kevin and Irving
were one of my favorite Kevin team ups. Of course, you have Kevin and the splash brothers, but
this was up there too. Kevin averaged 30 while Irving averaged 26. I feel as if this duo was
given more time to develop, this would have been deadly.

For recent events coming up about the NBA tip off there are events I want to talk about.
The way the Denver Nuggets played last season was remarkable. I must honorably mention
Nikola Jokic and Jamal Murray. This center and point guard duo. The versatility of Jokic on the
paint is incredible, not only can he knock down 3’s he can also use his strength and force to dunk
and bank shot. Jamal Murray has a swift style in his game which makes him hard to beat. The
Denver Nuggets deserved this championship. On the day of the NBA tipoff, the Denver Nuggets
will be rewarded with championship ring while also rematching the Lakers. To conclude, this
season is going to be a good one.


